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Use cases
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Highway autopilot – impact on travel times

Through-going traffic

Diverging
traffic





Merging
traffic

VISSIM Microsimulation software
AV penetration rates from 0 to 100%
Different AV behaviour (cautious, normal, all-knowing)
Different human behaviour (“VISSIM default”, “Dutch calibrated”)
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Travel time difference wrt 0% AV

Travel time difference wrt 0% AV

Travel time difference wrt 0% AV

Travel time difference wrt 0% AV
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Travel time difference wrt 0% AV

Highway autopilot – impact on travel times
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Highway autopilot – impact on mobility

• Assuming 50% CAV on all highways
• +8% capacity at highways
(Shladover, 2012)
• The Hague-Rotterdam Network,
scenario 2040
• DAT.Mobility, OmniTRANS 8.0.16
software
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Highway autopilot – impact on mobility
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RoboTaxi – impact on mobility
•
•
•
•
•

Waiting time:
2, 4, 6, 8, 10 minutes
Price:
between €0.10 and €0.60 per km
Mode choice:
“Car-like“,
“PT-like“
Empty taxi trips: balancing OD-matrices
No restrictions on the amount of robotaxis

• Delft Network, scenario 2025
• DAT.Mobility, OmniTRANS 8.0.16 software
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RoboTaxi – Impact on mobility

Car
Modal split
No robotaxi

Total vehicle-km increase 10%
Delays increase 10-30%
mostly due to empty taxi trips!
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Driverless maintenance






VISSIM Microsimulation software
AV penetration rates from 0 to 100%
F/C ratios of 0.37 and 0.56
Safety trailer: 15km/h (rest 80km/h), length 150m
Winter maintenance: 45-60km/h, length 10m

 Communication policies:
» Communicated lane change advice
» + AVs keep larger headways to allow CVs to merge in
» Nothing communicated
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Driverless maintenance – safety trailer + 50% AV
CVs are black, AVs red, AVs that received a message orange, and the
work zone is coloured green.

a)
b)
c)
d)

larger AV headways with a 0.37 f/c ratio
larger AV headways and a 0.56 f/c ratio
normal headways
no communication

CVs get stuck
CVs get stuck
OKish
Both AVs + CVs hindered
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Automated freight vehicles
 Microsimulation (AIMSUN) of impacts of L4 freight vehicles on:
» Own travel
» Travel of other vehicles

 No change in demand: so flows of various types of vehicle stay the same
 But among the heavy trucks, there is increasing penetration of L4 Avs
 The automated trucks could engage CACC with another close-by automated truck
 Scenarios modelled:
Behaviour of Automated Trucks

Maximum platoon size of 3 vehicles and intervehicle gap of 4 metres

Penetration of Automated Trucks in
the truck fleet
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Maximum platoon size of 4 vehicles and intervehicle gap of 4 metres



Maximum platoon size of 3 vehicles and intervehicle gap of 10 metres
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Automated freight vehicles
 Modelled road: M62 west from Leeds in peak period (morning)
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Automated freight vehicles
Conclusions:
 Flow improves as more and more freight vehicles get automated
 There is some non-linearity in the speed and travel time benefits with respect to
the share of vehicles automated
 The speed and time benefits are the largest when the motorway is congested
 In a congested situation, the benefits are more egalitarian, i.e. they accrue to all
types of vehicles — automated or non-automated; in free-flow conditions, it is the
automated freight vehicles which benefit the most, for other vehicles benefits are
marginal
 Smaller inter-vehicle gaps allow a slight increase in average freight vehicle
speed, but only in congested stretches, with no effect in other stretches
 A larger number of vehicles in the convoy increases average freight vehicle
speed, but only in congested stretches, with no effect in other stretches
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Thank you for your attention
 For full details, check D3.2 “Impact of automation functions on NRA policy
targets
» (currently under review)

 Already published on our own web site: www.mantra-research.eu
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